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Story
A gripping story full of fantasy, originality and a tender romance!
• Strong female protagonist
• Magical setting in Paris and Rome
• Unique time travelling concept
• Mechthild Gläser translated into 14 languages
16-year old Ophelia belongs to the Timeless andhas the rare power to affect the time currents. She can stop
time, rewind it or even travel on its rivers with lightning speed. Soon after her entry into the society of the
Timeless in Paris, time acts up: clocks run backwards and students are stuck in an endless time loop.
Ophelia, Leander and the other Timeless have to tame the currents together. Who is responsible for these
incidents? How are they linked to her dad’s death? And how can Ophelia and mysterious Leander reveal the
reason for the time chaos?
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Fantastic adventure for girls and women aged 12+ with a touch of romance

Unique sense and concept of time

Reading this book raises the wish to rewind the time throughout and follow Ophelia and Leander
over and over again!
A magical journey through time!
Why does time pass at a different speed sometimes?
16-year old Ophelia has never thought about it until she notices that she can see time. She belongs to the
Timeless and has the rare power to affect the time currents. She can stop time, rewind it or even travel on
its rivers with lightning speed. Soon after her awakening and entry into the society of the Timeless with
relatives in Paris, time acts up: clocks run backwards and students in Berlin are stuck in an endless time
loop. It is Ophelia’s mission to tame the currents together with the other Timeless. Who is responsible for
these incidents? How are they linked to her dad’s death? And how can Ophelia and mysterious Leander
reveal the reason for the time chaos?
Over their journey they not only experience deep feelings for the first time, they also find out about a secret
that will turn the Timeless’ universe upside down…
A gripping story full of fantasy, originality and a tender romance!

Mechthild Gläser
Mechthild Gläser was born in Essen, in the Summer of 1986, and has a degree in Politics, History and
Econmics. Today, she still lives and works in the Ruhr area of Germany, where she occasionally dances
ballet incredibly badly, but only when nobody is looking. She loves to think up abstruse stories, and has
started writing at an early age. She finds inspiration everywhere, at best when drinking a cup of peppermint
tea. Mechthild Gläser has been awarded the Seraph prize for fantasy.
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